
  

Murrayburn Primary School Home Learning 

Primary 5   Wednesday 20th May 

Literacy Numeracy Other Tasks 

Spelling  

Adding the prefix ‘un’ to a root word  gives it the 

opposite meaning, e.g.  

un + tie = untie     un+ happy= unhappy 

Think of as many words as you can that use the 

prefix ‘un’ to give an opposite meaning.  

 

 

 

 

                           

Listening and Talking 

Develop skills you need to speak to an 

audience. Choose a hobby, food and talk 

about it: 

Know what you want to say, speak clearly 

and confidently, make eye contact and use 

appropriate body language. 

 Reading 

Conclusion = the end or finish of a story. 

Read or get someone to read you a 

story/book that you enjoy and come up with 

an alternative (different) ending…share the 

new ending with a family member. 

 

 Writing 

Write the final paragraph or sentence of your 

mythical creature story…remember to tie 

together the main events and to have your 

ending make sense. 

24 Game: 

You know the drill – make 24 using all 4 

numbers. Can you beat your parents? 

8  3  7  8  8  4  8  4   

 

8  6  7  2 8  9  8  2   

 

1  4  6  2 1  9  6  4 

  

Data Handling 

Choice… Make a tally chart of the colour of 

socks that you have or a tally chart of the 

colours of cars that go part your home. Make a 

graph of this data and then write some 

questions underneath for the adults in your 

house to answer.  

Data Handling  

Make a prediction. What letter of the alphabet 

occurs most in all 4 maths boxes? Then use a 

tally chart to count them up, and finally see how 

close your prediction was to being correct.   

Problem Solving – investigation. 

Using the numbers 1 to 6 how many different 

totals can you make up? You can use any 

amount of the numbers, but you cannot use the 

same number twice in the same sum. 

E.g. 1 + 4 x 3 = OK    1 + 2 + 1  = Not OK. 

 

  

Music 

Experiment with creating different 

beatboxing effects using this website: 

www.incredibox.com 

No need to pay for the app – you can 

access the web version on tablets too. 

 

PE 

Time to give Joe Wicks a rest again. I know you 

enjoy a bit of Just Dance action. Well here’s a 

favourite https://bit.ly/3aRmlbH It would be 

great to see the whole family joining in – If we 

see 10, your P5 teachers will do their own 

version! 

Life Skills 

Ask a family member if you can do some home 

baking.  Think of the ingredients you  will need,   

write a shopping list and then have fun making 

and eating it! 

 

 

Art 

Self Portraits: find a mirror, study your face and 

your facial expressions and create a self-

portrait. 

 

http://www.incredibox.com/

